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PENALTY KILLING 

INTRODUCTION Speciality teams are great equalizers within a hockey game. The way 
your team performs could have a positive or negative impact on their 
confidence level. Being efficient will give them the mental edge 
that they need to win the hockey game. 

PHILOSOPHY 	In order to be efficient as a team, the coaching staff has to establish 
a play system according to the talent available and the personality 
of their team. 

Being part of the speciality teams have to be earned even by the core 
players of the team. They all must appreciate the value and the 
importance of the speciality teams in the final result of the hockey 
game. It must be clearly identified as part of your rewarding process 
as a coach so it enhances the players status in front of his 
teammates. 

PRINCIPLES 	The ability to read and react to certain situations is the bottom line 
of any successful team play system, even more on your speciality 
teams. A player who has the ability to apply the principles under 
critical moments of the game and/or pressure situations is certainly 
the type of player you want to build around. Therefore, if coaches 
apply the principles in their practices with progressive (game like) 
drills, players will improve their "thinking" skills. They will read the 
play and perform the team strategy effectively as a unit and as a 
team with consistency and poise. 

1st, Pressure 

2nd, Contain 

A different amount of pressure can be applied based on the ability 
of the power play to provide, puck support, puck control indMdually 
and collectively. The ability to read and pressure at the right time is 
based on good communication. They must read each other 
according to some cues, so they will all pressure with the same 
purpose. 

Players will contain the power play in appropriate situations. It will 
depend on; power play puck control and puck support. Knowing 
when to stall is also an important aspect in order to help your team 
to perform. 

3rd, Support 	Good penalty killing requires defensive support. Players use the 
framework of a strategy to adjust their movement as a unit. 

4th, Transition 	This is probably the most important part of your penalty killing 
considering that 85% of the power play goals are scored off 
rebounds. Puck retrieving, slot coverage and who does what while 
they are collapsing to the slot. How to break puck out and how to 
clear puck out. 



PLAYERS SELECTION Individual tactics and skills required. 
• Skating ability 	- 	good balance 

• quickness "short space" 
• straight line skating 

• Checking skills 	box out 
• square up puck carrier 
• stick checking, active stick 

(take away passing lane) 
angling 
gap control (low zone) 
pin 

Other Attributes Required: 
• Good defensive awareness 

• Swivel head 
• Good positioning/inside out checking angle, facing the puck 

• Committment and Discipline 
• Shot blocking 
Communication/as a Unit, goalie included 
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